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1.

INTRODUCTION

The first FAD in the Netherlands Antilles was deployed on 9 March 1993 in Curaçao. In June, 2002
the programme was extended to Bonaire and in December, 2002 to Aruba. The Curaçao programme has been
described in considerable technical detail in earlier publications: Buurt, G. van, 1995, 2000 and 2002. During
the years, three basic designs of surface buoys have been tested.
2.

EXPERIENCES WITH FADs

2.1

Currents

The strength of the currents has originally been underestimated and this has been one of the main
problems encountered. These strong currents are probably caused by the fact that the large mass of water
moving to the west between the islands and the Venezuelan coast is gradually being forced to flow through a
narrower cross section. The GRP MKII design has more than twice the reserve buoyancy of some of the
Pacific designs that are moored in waters of 1 500–2 000 m depth (using a similar mooring system). We now
do not moor these buoys in waters exceeding 600 m depth anymore and this decision seems to work out well.
When the program was extended to Aruba, this was done with the expectation of encountering currents of
similar strength to the ones in Curaçao. This expectation proved to be wrong, the currents in some locations
turned out to be stronger than in Curaçao and seem to run deeper, not diminishing much in strength with
depth and probably maintaining their full strength almost to the bottom. The mass of water going West
suddenly encounters the continental plateau between Aruba and Venezuela and moves over it, going West,
causing very strong currents in an east to west ”channel” south of Aruba. As a result even though the
mooring depth of the FADs around Aruba is much less, plenty of reserve buoyancy and a heavy anchor
(1 200–1 500 kg) are still needed. In Aruba a somewhat lighter anchor of around 900 kg instead of 1 200 kg
was used in all but the last FAD. In view of the much shallower mooring depths, this turns out to have been a
mayor mistake, 900 kg being insufficient.
2.2

Buoys

MKII buoys
Although the design of the GRP MKII buoys was functioning very well we had to build these buoys
ourselves and this was taking much too long. Nowadays modern management philosophies consider that it is
not a task of government or government departments like ours, to build things like buoys themselves and that
this task should be outsourced and done by outside contractors. A number of MKII buoys were built for us
by an outside contractor. However, it took almost as long to build as ours and the experience shows that the
buoys we built ourselves were of much better quality.
Used at the beginning of the programme, the buoys manufactured by an outside contractor turned out
with experiences to have serious defects. A surface buoy of FAD GRP9 that had been moored at Boca
Spelonk in Bonaire broke loose. It turned out that the lower mast gave way because of corrosion caused by
welding a normal steel internal anchoring rod to the Stainless steel mast where, of course, Stainless steel
should also have been used. This also turned out to be the case in another series of 4 MKII surface buoy
constructed by this contractor and could very well have been a cause of failure of FAD GRP7 as well. The
surface buoy GRP9 was recovered and repaired, as was the case with the surface buoy that had not yet been
used. It also turned out that the contractor did not use a flexible sealing compound where the mast enters and
exits the GRP body of the buoy. This was probably the cause of some leakage that in turn caused the
corrosion mentioned above in the first place. In the first MKI buoys we had many problems with leakage,
which were solved by using the flexible sealing compound in the MKII buoys. Not using the flexible
compound was thus a very frustrating throwback to an earlier stage of the programme, completely
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disregarding a lesson already learned at great expense of money and effort. Later, because of the previously
mentioned defects and late delivery by the contractor, alternatives were explored.
PVC buoys
We decided to build two cylindrical, PVC FADs. A 3 m and a 5 m model were built using 50 cm
diameter PVC standard pipe. These buoys were much cheaper and also much easier to construct than the
MKII or RVS buoys. Since PVC is not as strong as GRP the intention was to use these buoys in less exposed
areas and shallower mooring depths. The 3 m PVC buoy was lost after 582 days (260 m mooring depth), but
its loss was clearly related to very rough sea conditions caused by hurricane Lenny. This FAD disappeared 3
weeks after these rough sea conditions; it survived the waves, but was probably weakened by it. The anchor
may have been pulled to deeper water nearby, by strong currents coming from a direction different from
normal. In any case the cause of its disappearance did not seem to be related to the buoy. The 5 m PVC buoy
lasted 322 days (350 m mooring depth) and the buoy was seen drifting away. The cause of failure of this
FAD was thus not related to the surface buoy. Because of the strength of the currents we instinctively tended
to shy away a bit from the use of PVC buoys. However, the results obtained with these two buoys were not
too bad and indicated that in view of their much lower price maybe this aspect of the programme should get
more attention and that these PVC buoys could be a viable alternative to more expensive GRP or RVS buoys
in less exposed areas and at shallower mooring depths.
Cylindrical RVS (stainless steelbuoys)
It was decided to have a contractor in the Netherlands built 13 Cylindrical buoys made of Stainless
steel (we call them RVS buoys, which is an abbreviation of Roest Vrij Staal, which means stainless steel in
Dutch). The buoys were paid for by the Marcultura foundation. The buoys arrived in due course. One was
deployed near Westpunt/Playa Kalki, Curaçao.
During the next week we went to Bonaire with the M/V Mermaid to deploy four FADs in Bonaire.
While deploying the buoys it turned out that the radar reflectors were to large and heavy and that the buoys
were catching too much wind, thus necessitating lots of extra ballast. Extra chain was bought in Bonaire and
these problems were solved. Then disaster struck.
On the day before the last day of the work in Bonaire news came in from Curaçao that the
Westpunt/Playa Kalki buoy had disappeared, Next day the last FAD was placed West of Klein Bonaire. All
in all five buoys (one in Westpunt and four on Bonaire were lost between 4 and 11 days of their
deployment). Luckily one buoy was recovered. The (thick-walled) lower mast was broken off, at the junction
with the cylinder. According to the manufacturer his calculations showed that a force of at least 20 tonnes is
needed to break the mast. The failures were probably caused by metal fatigue caused by resonance. The
lower mast, of the remaining buoys, was strengthened with baffles. After this we had no more buoy failures.
If this type of buoy is built with a larger diameter mast, going through the buoy and if the lower mast is
supported by baffles, it would certainly be a very sturdy, fully leak-proof buoy. Alternatively, the upper mast
could retain the original diameter but with a smaller and lighter radar reflector. However the cylindrical
buoys catch more wind and need more external ballast than expected to keep them upright, which adds to
cost and reduces reserve buoyancy.
The need for more expensive chain as external ballast and the reduced reserve buoyancy as a result
of this extra ballast reduces most of the advantages that this cylindrical design theoretically has compared to
the MKII design. With the added costs of extra ballast chain and the costs of strengthening the lower mast,
these buoys turned out to be not much cheaper than the MKII buoys after all, as originally expected. The
MKII buoys have more seakindly behaviour, riding the waves in a more "relaxed” way. On the other hand
the RVS buoys are absolutely leak-proof.
2.3

Data for catches around FADs

There are not enough catch data available to properly evaluate the functioning of the FADs and the
different locations at which they are/were deployed. Although otherwise the level of cooperation is good,
fishers do not co-operate very well in providing catch data. This may be primarily due to a fear of
competition and to a lesser extent fear of tax inspectors. Sometimes this lack of cooperation may also be to
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camouflage ignorance. The level of cooperation in Aruba and Bonaire in this respect seems somewhat better
than in Curaçao; this could be related to lower levels of competition between fishers on these islands.
This lack of data is now the Achilles heel of the project. Considerable money and effort has been and
is being expended on this FAD programme, with clear documentable results only available for the technical
aspects but not for the effectiveness of the FADs. We have some indications that locations are best but it is
not possible to evaluate the different locations in an objective manner. The evaluation is based on fairly
subjective tid-bits of information. Now that the programme has to some extent outgrown its experimental
phase, it is necessary that a much better view of its effectiveness be obtained.
It seems that some of the earlier FADs attracted more fish than some of the newer ones in the same
locations and in the case of the very long-lived FAD that lasted for 1 584 days it seems that it attracted more
fish during its early years. Catches of both pelagics and demersals have declined, especially during the last
three years and if fewer fish swim around, then of course the FADs can attract less fish. It is also quite
probable that now the FADs are not a new phenomenon anymore, this has tended to reduce reporting of
catches around FADs. Nevertheless there has almost certainly been a real decline. The decline in the
availability of pelagic fish could be a result of over-fishing on the high seas and/or oceanographic factors.
Local fishers claim that during the last few years the current has been running in a more southerly direction,
running “away” from the coast, and they claim that for good catches the current has to run toward the shore.
This in turn could have to do with El Niño and La Niña cycles. The years 2000–2003 have also been
exceptionally dry years with little rainfall. It also seems that the occurrence of fish around FADs is very
seasonal; sometimes there are lots of baitfish, other times almost none. We have no data to quantify this
seasonality.
3.

EVALUATION OF THE FAD PROGRAMME

Looking back on an eleven year period in which a total of 24 FADs were deployed with 5 (3 MKII
and 2 RVS) more still available to be deployed we can try to evaluate the programme as follows:
On the positive side
– It has been shown that FADs do attract fish and in some cases catches were very good.
– Some FADs have lasted 1 117 and 1 584 days (respectively) in the water, which are very long periods of
time.
– Compared to the generally placid waters of the Eastern Caribbean the sea conditions in this area are
difficult: short wavelengths, strong choppy waves and strong currents. Rough seas with much longer wave
periods are less of a problem.
– Certainly many of the designs which are used in the Pacific Ocean could not have withstood these
conditions for even a much shorter time.
– These experiences may hold lessons that can be used to improve the longevity of FADs elsewhere.
– Only one FAD was wrongly deployed, due to a communication error where there was a mix up and the
length of the mooring rope was confused with the target depth (RVS 9, Seru Colorado, Aruba).
– The deployment techniques used, with a portable ramp that can be fastened to various boats, are usually
much cheaper than renting of an expensive vessel with crane (unless of course such vessel is already
available free of charge).
– FADs have been accurately deployed in difficult, even dangerous weather conditions.
– Much experience was gained with three different designs. The designs have matured and we now know
what the designs should be and what their limitations are for example: to which maximum mooring depth
and in which locations they can be deployed.
– We have some indications which locations are best and which ones should be avoided.
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On the negative side
– There are not enough catch data available to properly evaluate the functioning of the FADs and the best
locations for FADs.
– Crews have gained considerable experience deploying FADs. Difficult operations have been accomplished
smoothly. Everyone knows what to do and this has created considerable professional pride, bordering on
overconfidence. On at least two occasions buoys were (successfully) deployed during heavy seas when it
would probably have been better to abort the operation. This attitude could someday cause a serious
accident. This attitude has also affected quality control.
4.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING THE PROGRAMME AS A WHOLE

It has been decided to use all remaining available buoys and construct a few more of the cheaper 5 m
cylindrical PVC type which will be tested in less exposed locations in Aruba. More effort should be made to
obtain catch data around FADs. Snorkelers should be used to take dated underwater pictures of baitfish
around several FADs at regular intervals. Using divers would be substantially more expensive. All FADs
should use at least a 1 500 kg anchor; this size weight can still be managed. Some FADs could probably use
lighter anchors (but not less than 1 000 kg). The extra cost of the heavier anchors is negligible; no real
savings are realised by constructing different sizes of anchors. An anchoring scope of around 1.4 should be
used on all FADs.
4.1

Subjective assessment of the prevailing height of waves and the strength of the currents at the
following locations:

Curaçao: Boca xx/xx; Hambraak xxx/xxx; Lagún xx/xxx (deeper water); Lagún x/xx (more inshore); Port
Marie/Dingo x/xx; Sta. Barbara xx/xx; Sta. Cruz x/x; Westpunt/Playa Kalki xx/xxx
Bonaire: Klein x/x; Slagbaai xx/xx; Spelonk xxxx/xxx
Aruba: Malmok xxxx/xxxx; Seru Colorado xx/xxxx; West of Manchebo xx/xx
Height of waves (x low, xx medium, xxx high/ Strength of the currents (x low, xx medium, xxx high; being
evaluated by the wear of the sacrificial anodes on the mast of the buoys)
Technical conclusions and recommendations
– The cylindrical buoys catch more wind and need more external ballast than expected to keep them upright
which adds to cost and reduces reserve buoyancy. The need for more expensive chain as external ballast and
the reduced reserve buoyancy as a result of this extra ballast reduces most of the advantages that this
cylindrical design theoretically has, compared to the MKII design. The MKII buoys also have a more
seaworthy behaviour, riding the waves in a more “relaxed” way. In deeper waters MKII buoys should be
used from now on, the length of the cone should be increased somewhat and a flexible compound used at the
juncture of the GRP top and cone with the SS mast. Nevertheless in view of their much lower cost
Cylindrical PVC buoys could be a viable alternative to more expensive GRP or RVS buoys in less exposed
areas and at shallower mooring depths.
– In the MKII buoys it is desirable to use 2 1/2" diameter pipe (if available) for parts of the lower mast
instead of 2”. The mast would then be composed of thick-walled 2 and 2 1/2" pipe for the lower mast and 2"
thin-walled for the upper mast.
– The weight of the anchors has now been increased from 1 200 to 1 500 kg. The MKII buoys will not be
moored deeper than 600 m, to avoid them being pulled under by the currents, which can be very strong
occasionally. This is based on calculations done by Mr Alain Lebeau, IFREMER, assuming a maximum
surface current strength of 2.7 knots, which is reduced to 1/3 of its strength at 150 m depth and from there
linearly reduced to zero at the bottom. South of Seru, Colorado in Aruba, the currents can be even stronger
and may well reach 3 knots or more. Furthermore it seems likely that these currents run all the way to the
bottom, without diminishing much in strength (it is reported that this has been observed in a small submarine
diving to the bottom at 180 m). As a result even though the mooring depth of FADs around Aruba is much
less, plenty of reserve buoyancy and a heavy anchor (1 200–1 500 kg) are still needed. In Aruba a somewhat
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lighter anchor of around 900 kg instead of 1 200 kg was used in view of the much shallower mooring depths,
this turns out to have been a mayor mistake, 900 kg being insufficient.
– It is problematic to obtain Nylite connectors. The galvanised connectors used in some of the later buoys are
probably not as dependable. A larger diameter galvanised connector has to be used and the rope passed
through a plastic hose before passing it through the connector.
– Longevity of the FADs is significantly better at less exposed locations
– Out of 12 GRP buoys 3 were recovered, The 2 PVC buoys were not recovered, one RSV (= Stainless Steel)
buoy was recovered.
– Because of the strength of the currents the scope has been increased from 1.25 in earlier FADs to 1.4.
According to the South Pacific Commission Handbook (Boy and Smith, 1984) larger scopes in this range can
cause entangling of the line around the intermediate weight during periods without current, or with weak
reversing currents. However this situation does not seem to occur in our area, even when the weather is very
calm, there was always some current which would prevent the line from getting entangled.
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GRP MKI and MKII FADs and PVC FADs, Curaçao, Bonaire
FAD

Model

Cause or probable cause of failure

GRP1

MKI

GRP2

MKI

GRP3

MKII

GRP4

MKII

GRP5

MKII/
MKI

PVC1

3m

GRP6

MKII

Surface buoy sank because of leaks, leaking
buoy with reduced reserve buoyancy, pulled
down by currents
Surface buoy sank because of leaks, leaking
buoy with reduced reserve buoyancy, pulled
down by currents
Surface buoy not leaking, the anchor was
probably pulled to deeper water by strong
currents
Surface buoy walking with anchor (1 200 kg),
during period with very strong currents,
Surface buoy recovered for reuse.
FAD started with MKII buoy, which was
replaced with MKI buoy because of broken
mast (improper weld).
Cause of failure with MKI buoy unknown
Disappeared 3 weeks after the bad sea
conditions due to hurricane Lenny, it survived
these waves, but was probably weakened by
it, the anchor may have been pulled to deeper
water nearby, by strong currents coming from
a direction different from normal
Unknown (old age)

GRP7

MKII

GRP8

Mooring
depth
in meters

Longevity
in days

Location
exposure to
waves and
currents
Hambraak
xxx/xxx

730

334

685

1 117

Sta.Barbara
xx/xx

700

118

Hambraak
xxx/xxx

754

301

Lagún
xx/xxx

574

512

Sta.Barbara
xx/xx

260

582

Sta. Cruz
x/xx

650

1 584

Buoy leaking, see GRP 9

560

496

Sta.Barbara
xx/xx
Boca
xx/xx

MKII

Still in the water at the time of writing

430

PVC2

5m

350

322

GRP9

MKII

500
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GRP10

MKII

Buoy was seen drifting away, but not
recovered
Mast gave way because of corrosion caused
by welding normal steel internal anchoring
rod to the SS mast. This was also the case in
another Surface buoy, which had not yet been
used, of a series of 4 MKII buoys constructed
by a contractor and could very well be a cause
of failure of GRP7. The Surface buoy was
recovered and repaired for reuse
Connector at end of chain chafed through rope
(For this buoy we did not have Samson Nylite
connectors). The Surface buoy was recovered
for reuse

440

370

Lagún
x/xx
Playa Kalki
xx/xxx
Spelonk
xxxx/xxx

West of
Slagbaai
xx/xx
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5 m Stainless Steel Cylindrical FADs, Aruba, Curaçao, Bonaire
FAD

Model

Cause or probable cause of
failure

Mooring
depth in
meters

Longevity
in days

RVS 1

Metal fatigue due to resonance
(diameter of mast insufficient)

360

11

RVS 2

idem

530

6

RVS 3

idem

440

4

RVS 4

idem

387

5

RVS 5

idem

247

8

Still in water at time of writing,
since 19 July 2002
Still in water at time of writing,
since 3 December 2002

430

Anchor probably pulled to
deeper water by the very strong
currents, in these conditions
anchor of approx 900 kg is of
insufficient weight
insufficient scope due to error

185

approx 2
weeks

285

approx 3
weeks

RVS 10 Strengthened

Still in water at time of writing,
since Febr 21, 2003

200

RVS 11 Strengthened

Still in water at time of writing,
since 25 March 2003

240

RVS 12 Strengthened

Still in water at time of writing,
since 28 November 2003

304

RVS 6

Strengthened

RVS 7

Strengthened

RVS 8

Strengthened

RVS 9

Strengthened

185

Location
exposure to
waves and
currents
Westpunt/
Playa Kalki
xx/xxx
Slagbaai
xx/xx
Spelonk
xxxx/xxx
West of
Pink Beach
xx/xx
West of
Klein
Bonaire
x/x
Boca
xx/xx
West of
Manchebo
xx/xx
West of
Malmok
xxxx/xxxx

South of
Seru
Colorado
xx/xxxx
Port Marie
/Dingo
x/xx
West of
Klein
Bonaire
x/x
South of
Seru
Colorado
xx/xxx
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Days

Longevity of deepwater FAD's with MKI and
MKII buoys
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
FAD1 FAD2 FAD3 FAD4 FAD5
730 m 685 m 700 m 754 m 574 m

FAD

FAD Longevity in days
FAD 8 still in the water per 21/6/2004 (803 days)

1800
1600

FAD Longevity in days

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
FA
D1
FA 73
D2 0 m
FA 68
D3 5 m
FA 70
D4 0 m
3m FA 75
PV D5 4 m
5
C
FA 74
D m
FA 26
D6 0m
FA 65
D7 0 m
5m FA 56
PV D8 0 m
4
C
FA 30
D m
FA 35
0
D
FA 9 5 m
D1 00
m
0
44
0
m

0

3m
PVC
FAD
260m

73

………….
MKII FAD-GRP3,
700 m mooring depth

MKII-GRP8
Weak current
430 m mooring depth
Considerable reserve buoyancy remaining

MKII-GRP7
Medium strength current
560 m mooring depth
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Old type anchor (1 260 kg)
Being lowered on ramp

1 500 kg anchor
The weight of the anchor has been
increased from 1 260 kg to approx. 1 500 kg
The underwater weight of the anchor is
approx. 1 000 kg

75

Interior supports of 3 m PVC buoy

3 m PVC FAD, PVC 1,
260 m mooring depth

76

FAD RVS3 at Spelonk, Bonaire, 440 m mooring depth

4 days later, Sic transit gloria mundi
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RVS strengthened FAD, RVS 6
Smaller and lighter radar reflector, shortened lower mast with baffles

Diver going down to change anodes on SS buoy (RVS 10)
on a calm day. This buoy is moored in water of 200 m depth.
Note remaining reserve buoyancy. In Aruba an identical
buoy moored at 185 m depth dragged its 900 kg anchor and
was pulled down by the currents.
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Anodes on the GRP MKII buoy, On the GRP buoy anodes will last for more than two years, even in areas
with strong currents. On the stainless steel buoys anodes eat away much more rapidly and have to be
replaced within a year. When the anodes are gone the shackles corrode very rapidly.

Samsom Ocean Company
Nylite connector
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Intermediate swivel with Nylite connectors

Galvanized connector, of inferior quality
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